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·.BUS STOP Sues
'AB&W Transit Co.

AB&Wbuses line up for the rush hour in front of Stockton Hall.

The" National lawyers GuildPlumbers for the Movement

I

by Chuck Leone ,
New left political activists of
the 60's and 70's have often been
criticized
for their lack of
historical perspective, for dealing
with current problems as though
those problems were novel, and in
need of entirely new solutions.
Their groups were all dynamic,
but short·lived. That the thread
of classic American individualism
ran strong thru those movements
which purported to bring home
the promise of a new communal
social and economic order-is seen
in the alphabetic graveyards of
those new teft groups: SDS,
SNCC, SMC, RAM, NCCWRR,
RYM-2, YAWF, and more. The
new left had appeal and strength,
but no stamina, no roots to,
sustain itself other than 'the
emotionalism
generated
primarily by the war.
On the other hand, the old left,
including the Communist Party,
Socialist Labor Party, Socialist
Workers' Party, and others, have
survived and have exerted some
influence despite their miniscule
size, but the ideological rigidity
associated with them, along with
the programmed paranoia of the
government and the media, has
made those groups suspect to
those persons looking' for a
medium of radical involvement.
The National Lawyers Guild
emerqes in a category that just
doesn't fit. It has existed as an
organization on the left for 35
years, surviving the McCarthyism
of the 50s, and is now growing
again in line with the movement.
In December, 1936, a group of
lawyers, including Morris Ernst,
Jerome
Frank,
Prof.
Karl
Llewellyn, and U.S. Senator
Albert Wald, met in New York
and decided to send out a call to
form an integrated "Iiberal and
progressive
bar
association"
which would represent the better
instincts of the bar. It would be
dedicated to the protection of
democratic
institutions
and
individual civil rights, and the
promotion of justice. In response,
at a convention in Washington,
D.C.. on February 21 and 22,
1937, the N3tional Lawyers
Guild was formed. A temporary

executive committee was formed
consisting of five judges, a
governor, a U.S. Senator, and the
general counsels of both the AF L
andtheCIO.
The'
Guild
was
formed
primarily
as a reaction against
the American Bar Association,
which was exerting pressure
against many of Roosevelt's new
economic programs. The ABA, at
that time, also opposed pending
legislation to prohibit child labor,
and it excluded black lawyers
from its membership.
At the first convention the
Guild committed itself to the
formation of legal" aid Clinics
which would make legal service
more accessible to lower and
middle income people,and a pilot
project
was
begun
in
Philadelphia. A constitution was
adopted which set forth the aims
of the new organ lzation:
The National Lawyers Guild
aims to unite the lawyers of
America in, a professional
organization
which·
shall
function as an effective social
force in service of the people to
the end that human rights shall
be regarded as more sacred
than property
rights. This
organization
aims to bri~g
together all lawyers who regard
adjustments to new conditions
as more important than the
veneration of precedent, who
recognize the importance of
safeguarding and extending the
rights of workers and farmers
upon whom the welfare of the
entire nation' depends, of
maintaining our civil rights and
llbertles, and our democratic
institutions,
and who look
upon the law as a Jiving and
flexible
instrument
which
must be adapted to the needs
ofthe people.
Over 4000 lawyers flocked to
the Guild at its inception, and it
was greeted happily by leaders of
the radical movement, who saw it
as an ally, or even successor, to
the International Labor Defense,
a lay group which had mobilized
support for major political cases
such . as those of Sacco . and
Vanzetti, Angelo Herndon, and

by Dave Cooper
BUS STOP, a private, non-profit corporation, formed by three GW
law students in John Banzhaf's newly-created Legal Activism course,
revealed "last week that it had filed a complaint against the AB&W
Transit Company, seeking to impose $30,000 in fines. During the past
several years, students at the National Law Center have suffered from
the almost overpowering fumes that emanate from the seven or eight
AB&W buses which are regularly left idling along 20th St. directly
across from Stockton Hall and the law library. AB&W drivers arrive at
4:00 P.M. and park their buses on the east side of the street awaiting
the start of their routes to take Virginia commuters home. While they
wait, they keep their engines running, sometimes leaving their vehicles
altogether to talk with fellow drivers or to use law school restrooms,
, phones, and vending machines. BUS STOP cited many instances
where" citizens asked drivers to turn off their engines only to be told
that the "engines won't start" or that the engines must run to
maintain air pressure, although the bus manufacturer.has stated that a
bus may be"oft' for upto 30 minuteswitholit loss ofpr~ssure.
"
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BUS STOP was strongly critical of--the differing standards
established by varlous .Iocal· governmimtal agencies. wh lch prescribe
"whim transit vehicle engines must be shut off. The law student group
has affidavits and other evidence showing over" 100 individual
violations over an extended period. The penalty for a single violation is
a $300 fine ..

the Scottsboro Boys.
, The pre-war suspicion against
communism
and /" the
left
generally left its mark on the
BUS STOP stated that the amount of poisonous fumes present in
Guild.
The
original" HUAC
many areas of the District creates a situation more dangerous to
surfaced in 1938 and began
human health than sitting in a garage with an automobile motor
hunting for subversives. The
running, BUS STOP disclosed that they have a carefully chronicled
Guild itself saw an internal
history of continued violations of D.C. laws by the AB&W bus line.
struggle by those-who wanted to 'Thegrouphad
used these records in an attempt to prod the Health
rid
the
membership
of
Department and Corporation Counsel's office to take criminal and
communist elements" and those
civil action to both collect fines and haltfurther practices. The D.C
who wanted to maintain an open .. departments, although acknowledging the validity of the complaints
membership. The struggle took
and agreeing to take some action in the future, decided to ask for only
its toll. By 1941 , 16 chapters had
$300 in penalties rather than .the $30,000 that the environmental
folded. But the Guild remained
corporation demanded.
active during this time, opposing
repressive
legislation,
and
BUS STOP members are William Shawn, Ken Scherer, and Mike
supporting the labor movement.
Feldman. .
...,
In 1939, major resources were
thrown into the Apex Hosiery
litigation in a successful effort to
prevent the application of the
Sherman Act to trade unions.
The war years saw the Guild
particularly active in the defense
of civil rights, lobbying for an
anti-poll
tax
bill,
and
pa rt icipating
in
litigation
opposing the exclusion of blacks
from primary elections in the
South."
.
The Guild's wartime activities
earned it substantial respect, and
also some unsolicited notoriety.
Life Magazine did an article on
the Guild calling it the "Ieftish
alternative to theABA," much to
the protest of the Guild. On.
March 29, 1944, HUAC went Life
one better - it cited the National
Lawyers
Guild
as
a,
Communist-front
organization.
The Guild reached the pinnacle
of its stature and influence at' the
close of the war. It was invited to
participate "as one of the 40
official groups in the U.S.
delegation at the establishment of
the United Nations
at San
Francisco.
(The
California
chapter at that time flourished
and
included
governor-to-be
Edmund G. "Pat" Brown and
State
Supreme
Court
Chief
Justice
Phil
Gibson.]
An
invitation to act as official
observers at the Nuremburg trials
was also received and acted upon.
Domestically .. the Guild fought
(See LEONE, p, 5)

Southern Univ. Deaths
Discussed by BALSA

by Charles H. Mays
On November 27, 1972, a
meeting of representatives from
chapters of Black Law Students
Associations (BALSA) was called
at Georgetown University Law
School
by
Arthur
Martin,
National Chairman of BALSA, to
discuss
the
tragedy
which
occurred at Southern University.
BALSA met in order to approach
the
incident
from
a ,legal
perspective, hoping to avoid some
of
the
pitfalls
generally
engendered by hasty emotional
responses.
.
Mr. Martin told the gathering
that he had sent letters to
Governor Edwin Edwards of
Louisiana,
Mr.
G.
Leon
Netterville, President of Southern
University,
and a letter to
Southern's
. student
body,
wherein he offered assistance of
his organization to the students
and to Mr. Netterville.
Many of the black law students
were frustrated because being law
students they were expected by
society to encourage respect for
the law by other blacks. Yet, the
law had been used to harass
blacks rather than aid them references being made to the
Mark Clark-Fred Hampton affair
where State Attorney Edward

Hanrahan of Illinois, who was a
critical . figure in the Black
Panthers'
murder,
was later
exonerated by .the courts. The
law students also cited instances
of student killings at Orangeburg,
S.C., North
Carolina
A&T,
Jackson State College, and the
events at Kent State University.
Dismay was expressed at the fact
that the perpetrators of these
violent killings had never been
brought to trial.
BALSA members hoped that
the "Blue Ribbon" Commission
established
by the Louisiana
Attorney General's office would
not faCilitate the same result. The
students
felt
that'
if the
commission
uncovered
any
evidence of illegality on the part
of the Louisiana State police or
other law enforcement officials,
criminal
charges should
be
brought against them.
Mr. Martin also recommended
that' the Justice Department
review the method of allocating
LEEA grants. Students felt that
many of the law enforcement
agencies receiving the grants still
practice
racist. tactics which
minimize black participation in
the enforcement of the law.
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Inside Observations of life at lorton
sense of boredom and the futility
Katz feels that the boredom that lack of hostility that Katz,: the
of trying to do anything at all, weighed down so heavily upon only white >confined in Dorm
I Katz observed, characterize the
him during his short stay, and 30-64, met indicates' that a racial
ambiance at the Center at all times despite the new experiences and problem such as exists in so many
of the day or night. The inmates
human contacts he made, must American prisons is not a major
apparently feel the quality of the become unbearable foran inmate problem at the center. (the guards
programs is so low as to be serving a term at the Center for are about 40% Black) The major
laughable,
and because' the any considerable period of time. complaints Katz heard dealt With
programs are voluntary, most of And yet, despite the futility,
the lack of' a work release
the
men
find
themselves. inactivity,
program and the inequities ofthe
and
waste that
participating
in
the
only characterizes an inmate's stay at parole system.
alternative that they have: doing
Katz feels his stay will be of
Lorton Youth Center, most of
nothing.
the inmates Katz met said that considerable value in his future
Katz also noticed sometime
they considered the center to be work in the field of corrections
after he had arrived that word was "easy time". Inmates reported no but hopes that his two or thre~
out on the prison grapevine that
instances of homosexuality or hour experience as a "prisoner"
he 'was
a new
prisoner.
hard drugs at the center and the will be his last.
Apparently a few of the inmates
had 'recognized Katz's face from
seeing him last year at the adult
complex but did not remember
that he had been working there as
a counselor. It was thus easy for
them to assume that he was a
parole violater. who had been
brought back to Lorton and was
by Howard Rosenthal
\
now doing time at the center.
A
timely
veto
by
Governor
Milton
Shapp
has"
at least
And Katz's outfit only added to
temporarily rescued Pennsylvania from the ignominy of having
this misconception.
His levis,
enacted what would have been one of the strictest anti-abortion
work shirt, field jacket, and white
laws in the United States today. Efforts to override the
gym shoes was close enough to
Governor's veto failed shortly before the legislature adjourned
the
clothing
worn
by
last week.
Lorton inmates to
make
it
The bill, passed by the legislature earlier this month,would
difficult to visualize Katz as an
have permitted abortions only when necessary to save the
"outider." After all, why would
mother's life.
an outsider have his name posted
Opponents of the bill cited a variety of major objections to
on his compartment door and on
such restrictive legislation:
the big control board as well?
Pregnancies caused by rape or incest could not be legally
Lunchtime confirmed Katz's
terminated.
suspicions. When Katz met his
The birth of a deformed child could not be legally prevented.
friend Wiggins in the mess hall he
Pregnancies which would cause serious injuries, or' even
discovered that Wiggins had been
permanent damage, to a woman's physical or mental health, but
charged the $1 visitor's fee for his .!
would not necessarily be fatal, could not be legally terminated.
meal. Katz had not. The mistake,
The bill would thusInterfere
with a doctor's right and
which saved Katz a dollar, did not
'responsibility
to
use
his
best
professional
judgment in treating
save him from an especially
his patients.
unappetizing
meal
which
The bill would have its greatest impact on the poor, who are
featured turkey-less "turkey ala
unable
to afford a trip to New York, where the same operation
king" and something
called
remains legal.
Flavorade. Katz remembers the
Anti-abortion laws don't prevent abortions, and therefore
inmates telling him it was unusual
don't
effectively protect "the rights· of the unborn child," but
for them to eat more than one.
they
do
increase the physical danger to the woman whose
meal a day in the cafeteria. The
abortion
may
be performed by someone less qualified, orunder
center's
canteen,
however,
conditions less safe, than would be true if the same operation
flourishes.
were legal..
After lunch, Katz and his guide
attempted to enter the center's
The bill, and the philosophy behind it, represent an
school building where basic
outrageous invasion by the state of the rights of its individual
, academic skills are taught in order
citizens. It is an unjustifiable attempt to legislate morality at the
to prepare inmates for the high
expense of individual liberty. The bill's supporters justify their
school equivalency tests. The
position on moral grounds. What can not be justified, however, is'
principal, a Mr. Hayes, would not
their attempt to force their view of morality on those who choose
allow Katz to enter. Wiggins had
to reach a different conclusion.
the same experience. Both Katz
and Wiggins felt that Hayes was
That there is a moral decision to be made regarding abortions
ashamed of his operation and
is undeniable. The issue is not one to be decided by legislators,
didn't want outsiders to know
however, with all citizens compelled to, obey the collective
about
it first hand.
he wore to Lorton: Why me?
conscience of their elected representatives. It must be made
Katz went back to his dorm to
solely on an individual basis, by the patient, her husband (if
Katz was .to stay overnight in sleep and while he was resting in
any), and her doctor. The individual who finds abortion morally
Dormitory 30-64. Wiggins and his compartment the guards who
acceptable has the same right to make that decision as does one
his guide left for another dorm. had been on hand at his arrival
who considers it morally objectionable, and the state should not
Katz was pleased to find that went off dut yanda new shift carne
abridge that right of choice.
his individual compartment in the on. The new guards apparently,
dorm' already' had his name had not been briefed about a
,Much of the pressure to adopt such a bill came from various
affixed to the door. The hundred
visitor and their head count,
Catholic Church groups. The Church is entitled to adopt any
or so inmates in 30-64 each have which was made at 4 p.m., came
doctrine it chooses for its members, but its attempt to have that
individual compartments with a up one man over; The other
doctrine made legally compulsory for all citizens of the state was
. mattress, chair, and closet. The inmates apparently believed Katz
a gross violation of the spirit, if notthe letter, of the principle of
compartments may be locked by was just another prisoner and the
separation of church and state.
either the inmate from the inside guards remained unenlightened
or by a guard from the outside.
until several successive recounts
That pressure was clearly felt in the state house of
Some of the inmates have and a great deal of confusion.
representatives, where Rep. Martin Mullen, the self-proclaimed
. decorated thei': 'compartments
' Even after the matter was cleared
champion of state-enforced morality and defender of the home
and outfitted them with stereos 'up by higher authorities, many
. and family, sponsored the bill and was its most ardent advocate.
and other amenities so that the inmates persisted in believing that
Since he is also chairman of the Appropriations committee, he
resemblance
to
a
college Katz was an inmate.
was in an excellent position to exert influence on his colleagues.
dormitory is quite close. Gang
After dinner, Katz spent a
The pressure was also felt in the senate, where one senator
toilets on each of the four wings .. quiet evening talking with hisnew
voted for the anti-abortion bill even though, according to the
enhance thisresemblance.
Inrnate.frlends and watching the
Philadelphia Inquirer, he had recently paid for an abortion for
Katz remembers being struck 'Flip Wilson show on the dorm
. his girlfriend.
by the boredom. and inactivity television.
that had already settled over the
Despite the absurdity of the
Fortunately, Governor Shapp has shown sufficient political
courage to "protect the rights of our women" from such an
dormltorv by 9:30, when theideritity
mixup and all the
outrageous bill. The anti-abortionists will have to begin anew in
inmates presumably were free to confusion that it caused, Katz
the next legislature, in their quest to reduce the individual
participate
in a number of looks back on his twenty-four
liberty of Pennsylvanians. For now, at least, the goal of their
prison-provided
activities,
hour stay at the Center as one of
,crusade has been averted.
including school and an industrial the most concentrated periods of
arts program. That pervading boredom he has ever experienced.

by Dave Cooper
recognition by inmates would
When Ben Bagdikian had
later cause trouble. '
himself
committed
to
a
Lorton' Youth Center, no.l
Pennsylvania state prison last houses about 350 inmates, all of
year as part of a series on the U.S. them sentenced under the Youth
prison system forthe Washington
Corrections
Act
(providing
Post,
he
took
elaborate
indeterminate
sentences
for,
precautions that no one within
offenders in the 16 to 22 years'
the prison except the warden
age bracket).
Lorton Youth
himself would knowthat he was a Center no.2 is newer, and is filling
reporter. When second year law upwith Youth Act offenders who
student Marty Katz had himself .had originally been incarcerated
committed
to Lorton Youth
at the crowded adult complex but
Center no. 1 in Lorton Virginia,
who have been moved to the new
he thought that he, and the
youth center under court order.
prison's superintendant had done
Katz was surprised at ,how
a good job in establishing the very tranquil the center appeared from
opposite:
that' he was, very .vthe outside. Except tor the fences
definitely not an inmate but the. and guard tower, the prison has
very opposite-an outsider. And
an .almost· college
campus
yet for a few hours several weeks ,appearance.
Of
.the
four
ago the gua'rds. in Dorrnltorv
dormitories at Center no.l, only
30-64 at, the - Lorton Youth ' the maximum security dorm has
Center had to dream up a reason
bars on its windows.
why their successive prisoner
Upon their arrival at the center
counts that afternoon had each
at 8:00 a.rn., the assistant
time come up with one prisoner
superintendant assigned Katzand
too many,
Wiggins each to an inmate guide.

Marty Katz in the costume
Mike Wiggins, another second
year law student, and Katz pulled
into Lorton a few weeks ago,
confidently
expecting
to
complete
the finale to an.
orientation
program that the:
D.C.-based
Center
for
Correctional Justice requires of
all of its law student "Legal
Counselors".- Katz; Wiggins, and
five other legal counselors had
read cases, studied Corrections
statutes, and attended briefings
aimed at preparing them to assist
prisoners at Lorton in their legal
. problems. All that was left was
for them to spertd 24 hours at
the Youth Center in order to get a
better feel of the kind of life the
men they will counsel are forced
to lead.
Katz, who worked for-the
Center for Correctional Justice
last year and is director of the
Law Students in' Corrections
Committee of GW's Legal Aid,
had worked in the adult complex
at Lorton and hoped to see a few
familiar faces at the Youth
Center. Katz had no idea that his

Po. Abortion"Act

Aborted by Veto -

A View of the-Function

of Grades
.

-

hiring process. one other factor must be added students to take difficult cours
different bins. As a practical .facilitate .jhe
matter this is of very little While I, Personally have some .; the inherent arbitrariness and ~ithout fear of penalty.
objection
to a law school irrationalitY of any particular
On the other hand, if the
importance,
as the statistical
becoming
an
adjunct of large law grade. In no conceivable rational academic
community
decides
tendency is towards a bell curve
cente;ed around one of the bins firms, I cannot say that the _manner can a professor translate that the primary purpose of a
hiring function of grades is an 'the work of any particular grading system should be the
in the middle of the system.
A grading system in a law illegitimate one. Those students student over a whole semester provision of information to the
\ school can have only one Of two who rank highly in class deserve into a single number or grade students for their own benefit,
purposes. The first purpose is to be recognized as superior with any meaning. The number no amount of tinkering with the
and· are therefore
of possible slots in the grading number of different slots would
using gra~es as a method of students
entitled to a grading system .system makes little difference.
help. The fact is that grades are
informing
students
of the
relative
success
of
their which fairly compares them to In a many bin system the simply a shorthand response to a
difference ,between
individual limited number of events (class
performance.
This
purpose graduates of other institutions.
(Le. 83 or 84) is so performance and an exam). An
would create not a grading On the other end of the scale, students
system but a feedback system · the students at the bottom of .small as to be incredible. In a attempt to improve the feedback
the class desire a grading system system with few bins, the system ina law school entails a
which uses a coded shorthand.
'does not penalize them. borderline .cases will also be massive commitment on the part
The fact that grades in such a :which
I
(i.e, A· or B+).
All of the faculty to their students. I
feedback-oriented
system are .These conflicting desires predict irrational
the results 6fany student poll students have been either the doubt if any professor could
only a shorthand has limitations
relative merits
of victims or the beneficiaries of supply
- the most important of which on the
as little as written
basic
irrationality.
is that it would be impossible for .different grading systems. The this
comments on an exam for all of
a student
to discover hls . students in the top half of the Moreover, the fact that hard his students, much less comment
class choose the system with the decisions ..must -be made in all on the progress of their work
particular failings. The student
'largest
number of possible slots, borderline cases increases the 'during the semester.
can only discover his relative
those
at
the bottom choose demand for a many bin system.
rating compared to the other
The issue is, therefore, not
fewer slots as a .means of
A rational choice of a grading how many different
students in the class.
bins a
lumping together
the
most system can be made with these
The second major purpose of
professor sorts his students into,
students. In addition, most law three premises in mind. If the but what function _ a grading
grades ina
law school is to
students
demand' a grading hiring purpose is chosen as the
system serves .. It is obvious to
system in which everyone is high most important function of a me that the major function it
on the scale. For example, at grading system, that system serves is to -classifv students for
N.Y.U.a few years back, there must be able to: (a) sufficiently :potential employers. A better
·was a four bin system - Honors, differentiate:. .amonq the top system would' provide students
High Pass, Pass and Fail. This students ofthe class so that they with an objective evaluation of
system was highly regarded by will be able to compete for jobs their success at law school. That
by Paul Beck
they can'tafford it. Right now, most students, as 70% of the and, (b) lump the bottom half of
possibility
depends
on the
Deganawidah:Quetzacoatl
Ni-' they aim to begin providing the class received the grade of High the class together so that they
commitment and energy of the
bwaka-Wikamik, or Universidad
kinds of services which people of Pass. It can be succinctly
also will be able to compete for ,faculty, and relates not to a
Deganawidah-Quetzacoatl
or
nearby communities really need described as a system which .jobs, Any number of systems
grading
system
but
to
a
D.Q.U. - this is not a gimmick,not
in order to begin living for the day placed two thirds of the class :could attain this goal, the system
.cornrnltrnent to effective and
the nickname of my car, nor is it after tomorrow. D. Q. University
into the top half. The desire for which sprinqsto mind is a many concerned
teaching.
the sequel to any of our
hopes to train paramedical aids a grading system with generally '.bin system, such as the number
unfinished games and stories.
from its Indian and Chicano ·high standards also explains the system presently, in effect at
Rather, this is the serious business
students, and teachers, and social upward drift of grades in an G.W., with unlimited pass-fail
of some poor, maligned, and very
workers,
triba I leaders and institution
like: G.W., where option. Those students
who
. Write
patiently
angry folk. The
community
organizers; '.'artists,
about half of thec/ass graduates predict high performance in the
. business of getting themselves
farmers, agricultural managers, with Honors.
grading lottery would choose the
for
together and taking care of their
and doctors and lawyers, too.
'
The twin purposes of any law numbers, those students who
Us
, own lives in their own time: now.
In other words, this is a school
grading
system
are .predict low performance would
It is California, Northern. You
self-help enterprise. It is the first therefore feedback and hiring. 'choose pass·fail.This
system
are 75 miles east and a little north
school for higher learning for But before a rational analysis of would
have the
incidental
of San Francisco. Or, you are 6
Indians and Chicanos in this any grading system can begin, ;beneficial effect of encouraging
miles northwest of the University
country. The timely coalition of I
ofCalifum~,Dav~~mp~.Or,
Chi~nos and Ind~misa~oilie
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~R
you are somewhere out on Road
first of its kind, and the land
31.
everything stands on is the first
There are 647 acres of flat farm
surplus land in the United States
land in Yolo County, California.
to be returned to Indians for
The land is valued at one million
educational purposes. The idea
dollars. As you drive up to the
was first proposed in 1962 by Dr. ;
CHECK US OUT FOR SOME S1UDY AIDS
abandoned Army Signal Corps
Jack Forbes and Carl Gorman. In
base, the road gets rough and
1968' a proposal
for the
gravelly and you swerve to miss "Establishment of an American
the potholes. You look around
Indian College of Medicine and .and it is so dry, with low brushy
Public Health" was sent to
hills and weeds and a tree here " President Nixon, the Department
and far away. You approach the of Interior, the now-infamous
buildings and they, too,' look
Bureau of Indian Affairs, -the
desolate. Built in 1953 and long American Medical Association
since given up by the government,'
(just to keep them informed), the
they are somewhat dilapidated ,Chiefs of all Tribal Councils, the
and ... but should you expect
National Congress of American
more? After all, you think, they
Indians,
and
the
Senate,
were probably lucky to get this. Subcommittee
on
Indian
This is where it's h3ppening so Education. The following year
faraway - the location of the David Risling, president of the
first
institution
for
higher California
Indian
Education
learning
for
the
first Association, sought to obtain
Chicano-Indian
coalition in 'suitable
government
surplus
American history. Its immediate
property,
and Indian-Chicano I
, aim, if it can survive (and it will), educators formed a coalition to ..
is the
development
of
a secure a federal surplus site at i
communltv college to provide Davis for their university. Butthe "
training and skills which are road was not straight; as might be
desperately
needed
in the' expected, obstacles cropped up
_surrounding rural areas inhabited
out of nowhere.
•
by large numbers of Native
In 1970, the General Services
Americans
and
Chicanos. Administration
balked, before:
Someday, maybe, it will be a finally declaring the site surplus:
great and noble institution for land. When action was riot f
higher learning in the Western' forthcoming, a group of Native:
sense - a place of technological
American .students decided in I
and
cultural
sophistication,
November that the time had:
perhaps a place for the dilletante
come t~ take action, and they'
sons and daughters of wealthy
occupied
the site to focus!
Indians and Chicanos to be sent attention on the need for an
for the time of identity crisis and Indian University. Meanwhile,
. growIng up. Butnot right now,
(See BECK, p. 10) _
by Jerome J. Doherty
I was dismayed to see the
contents of the S.B.A. grade
questionnaire that was circulated
last week. At this time, a student
committee should have a better
grasp of the issues presented by
a grading system than can be
obtained by conducting a mere
popularltv poll on the number
of possible slots in a grading
system.
As a preliminary note, it is
useful to classify grading systems
by the number of bins 01'- slots
.they create. A pass-fail grading
system ereatesatwo bin system, a
grading system from 55 to 100
on a numerical scale creates a 45
bin' system. The' number of
possible systems therefore runs
the gamut from zero bins (all
pass) to infinity. The practical
limit is probably something like
the 600 bin system used for the
LSAT and the college boards.
The only other variable is the
distribution
of students into
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'U.N.Approves Ceiling
'On U.S.' Contributions'

Why McGovern lost

heading for the "real" life of the
most of the "mass-actions" since
by Ken Peterson
November 1969.
Things have to be in a sinfully country in droves.
The McGovern campaign was
Finally, there was the third
bad way for folks to want to be
by Judy Armatta
·redeemed. Lot and his family in based on the premise that the alternative, working "within the
The budgetary committee of the United Nations' General
Sodom and Gomorrah were the Movement with all its energy and system",
They
were
the
Assem bly last week offered a bit of face-saving to the United
only ones who realized how youthful magnetism was alive and redeemers, the McGovernites. In
States and perhaps saved the life oftheUN. By a vote of 61-30 it
rotten those two cities were. growing. It wasn't. The guts of -an earlier age they might have
approved a U.S. resolution calling for a 25% ceiling on U.S.
Moses was driven out of Egypt for the spiral had been permanently
been go-getter Jaycee types. In
contributions to the regular UN budget. The resolutionwill now
trying to stir up the Israelite ripped out by the time the 1968, by exposing how bad LBJ
be acted on by the UN's Committee on Contributions and a
workers. Jesus was tossed out of McGovern campaign got into was acting, they managed to
proposal will ultimately be presented to the General Assembly
his hometown of Nazereth when gear. The brash self confidence knock
a
President
off.
for approval.
he tried to tell the members of the. that thought it could redraw the (Remember Hey, Hey, LBJI How
The resolution was offered by the U.S. as a result of a law.
synagogue of the faults of the Old world
was
gone.
Musical many babies did you bomb
passed by Congress this year requiring a reduction in the U.S.
Testament prophets. And George creativity
dried up. Mellow today?) This time the strategy
contribution to 25% by 1974. That act was arbitrary and illegal.
McGovern and his supporters got balladeers like James Taylor and w~ to show how bad the nation
The UN Charter states that the General Assembly shall consider
whipped badly when they tried to proletarian stuff like Blue Grass was; redeem
it from
it's
and approve the budget of the organization and expenses shall be
make the Prairie Preacher into a had replaeedhard,
funky-rock. boss-imposed misery, and show it
President.
borne by members as apportioned by the General Assembly
Not quite reactionary music; the real joy of the Movement.
Last
May
it
appeared
(Article 17). The UN Charter, asratified by the U.S. Senate and
more
like genteel
country Typical, soft-headed liberalism,
McGovern was going to do much liberalism. And finally the adult drop-outssaid.
signed by the Presi dent, holds the place of a treaty and as such is
better..
The
pollsters
and revelations of drugs turned into
considered the supreme law of the land under the Supremacy
The redeemers found their
primaries were telling us people- the horror stories of 12 year olds
Clause of the U.S. Constitution. For the United States Congress
perfect Leader, an ex-seminarian
were fed up with the war, taxes,
to arbitrarily set an amount which the U.S. will pay to the UN
zonk~ o.n exotic pills and heroin turned politician who wanted
and crookedness in high places. It reaching Into the heartland ofthe "A'
budget violates the treaty. Any reduction desired by the U.S.
. h
"
. menca
to come ome, to
seemed a ripe opportunity for an Movemen t ; su b ur blla. .
must be obtained by negotiations within the UN.
.
of war,
honest, forthright Redeemer to
F ace d WIlth cu It ura I' wipe-ou t - shuck off the traPPings
.
It is expected that when the Committee on Contributions
th
rr
I
id
f
th
poverty,
corruption
and
walk
take up the torch and drive away
e po I rca - Sl ~ 0
e into a new era of love
meets next March its aim will be to implement the 25%
those masters of the dark arts of Movement, as I see' It had three
.
d d
I'
reduction "as soon as practicable". That may mean a gradual
ways to go. One was to quit. compassion.
an
ecency. n
political skullduggery.
reduction by 1976. If that is the case then the U.S. will be in
order to attract
what they
But the hoped for redemption
S mo k e d ope, rea d Buc k y F u IIer,
ld d
. M
arrears as of Jan. 1, 1974, and in violation of its treatv .
listen to good music and find consi ere a growing. ovement
didn't occur. We're still in those
obligations. The U.S. won't have much credibility when it urges
your own kind of happiness. The type vote, M~~over"'tes staked
oppressive
bonds
of
Nixondom;
the Soviet Union or France to pay back dues. The fact that· the
out good positions on women's
militarism,
thinJy
cloaked
ur b an an d rura I communes are .
'
..
U.S. has paid its regular dues in the past has lent credibility to its
the
war"
military
racism,' judicial reactionism, and full of ex-political activists who nghts,.
demands that other nations meet their financial obligations. In
.
.
. spending,' and welfare. Their
shiny-armor corporations. What took thls route. This summer to
did
d t take th
fact, France hasi>egun to pay what it owes.
Boston
I
renewed
an
old
ca~ I ~te manage?
.e
happened? Simple, there weren't
.
ta
lth
dlt
f
pnmanes
on
the
baSIS
of
their
If the General Assembly does pass the U.S. resolution
enough redeemers and too many
acquam nee WI an ex-e I or 0
reducing its share to 25% it is nocredit to the U.S. The reduction
who had no desire to be saved at the old Washington Free Press. vot~ and a strong protest vote
will have been secured by bullying and threatening--the
She's now a secretary, spends her against the system.
.
all. Dad was bringing home the
"we'll-take-our-marbies-and-go-home-if-we
After
the,
convention"
paycheck. Mom was busy in' her spare time knitting and watching
can't-have-our-way"
syndrome. The U.S. resolution was
first post-liberation .job. And' her four year old son grow up. coalitions were .impossible A~
approved not so much out of agreement but out of fear that if it
McGovernites call this dropping form. A redemption demands a
Sonny and his friends at college
were defeated the U.S. would walk out of the UN altogether,
out.
cleansing of the body-politic, not
were quiet. The redeemers on the
The citizens of any country don't pick the laws they wish to
But many Movement people slick alliances with rival interest
other hand had broken into a
obey--they obey them all or pay the consequences. But there are
were too wrought up about the groups. Wallacites co.uld never
hundred pieces, pur~uing their
few consequences for the U.S. to pay by breaking UN rules it
condition of this nation to "drop back a Movement candidate, even
own things.
agreed to follow. Loss of prestige? The U.S. hasn't much to lose
out". Many chose the second though they wanted rede.mption
The redeemers were the end
on that score. Loss of power? Hardly, and that's the important
direction;
Revolution.
These too. Too many sassy kids and
product of the white youth
consideration-for the U.S.
types spent a lot of time blacks. Organized labor felt the
radicalization of the late 1960's.
discussing
the
merits· and same way.
Though there is general agreement in this country and abroad
They had been turned on to
The most bitter realization of
that the U.S. is entitled to a reduction in its contribution to the
politics by the big-adversary - disadvantages of violence and
non-violence. Their tacticsranqed
all was the realization there was
UN, an immediate reduction from the present assessment of
black-white issues of those days:
from trashing small shopkeepers
no real youth vote. If Movement
31.52% to 25% will be a hardship to nations which can ill afford
the war, the draft, youth culture.
tom
0 u n tin g
hug e ideals ever represented a majority
it. Most of the proposed reduction will come from payments by
In fact, for a few short,
new members-the admission of the two Germany's. But if the
highly-energized years there were demonstrations like the Y:t million of youth, they no longer did.
one here in April, 1971. There are Besides the Movement was no
U.S. is to get its full 25% reduction, then 75% of the projected
causes for anybody. Particularly
not too many Revolutionaries
longer. The exhilaration of a new
increase from payments by new members will go towards
if you were under 25 (later they
left, except within organizations
culture
had
dissapeared.
reducing the share of only one country. Therefore,all
the
switched 'youth politics' to under
like
the
"Trotskyite"
Young
Everybody
had
long
hair and
developed non- Communist countries will have to forego the
, 30).
great bulk of the reductions to which they would otherwise be
During those. heady days, Socialist Alliance (YSA) or the smoked dope now. The music and
"Stalinist"
Young
Workers it's culture, energizer of the
entitled. It's a bitter pill to swallow when one considers that the
events were like a perpetual
League.
YSA
was
and
is
especially
Movement were separate from
U.S. continues to earn more than 30% of the national income of
motion machine; the culture and
good
at
running
demonstrations.
the
politics and all three seemed
the total UN membership. Our reputation in the world
politics feeding incestuously off
crumble.
community will certainly not be improved by the pressured
each other. Out of drugs came a They take legitimate credit for to
insistance of the U.S. on its reduction. It's ironic that the
new music, parts of a new
Congressional action requiring this move for a 25% ceiling came
. language. They were rapidly
in retaliation for the defeat dealt the U.S. on the Taiwan
translated
into
radical and
question, for it will ~ikelyresult in more, rather than fewer, such
revolutionary politics. It was a
defeats for the U.S. in the World Body.
spinning spiral that led from beer
to marijuana
to a glorious.'
It's perhaps more ironic that there has been such pressure
by Judy Armatta .
assortment of psychedelics, from
within the U.S. to reduce the contribution to the regular UN
the essential amino acids. Since
Economy-conscious
law
groups
I1kethe
Dave
Clark
5
into
budget when our total share in maintaining the UN and all its
soybeans
are
low
in
may be finding it
the Jefferson Airplane and the students
specialized agencies came to $1.57 per person in 1970 while each
carbohydrates you won't gain
Grateful Dead. The same spiral difficult these days to -eat well. those extra pounds by eating
person's share in military expenditures amounted to $373.00.
politically meant door to door While most food products have
But that's in line with the values of this country--power and
them.
knocking
for Clean Gene, then skyrocketed in price, meatheads
strength over human needs and peace. We're still out to 'win
Soybeans are one of the oldest
into seizing campus buildings and the Jist. Since meat is an
peace' through war. That's life in this 'civilized' society.
food crops known to man. A
source
of
marching
in all sorts
of important
product of the Far East, they
What this vote in support ofthe U.S. resolution means then is
demonstrations.
It all seemed much-needed protein and the
.were
first mentioned in Chinese
that the majority of other nations have more respect for the UN
essential amino acids folks on a
together, an entire generation
history
more than 2000 years
and, if it is passed in the General Assembly, that they are willing
hiking into it's own free np.w limited budget must pay the price
B.C. They gained wide use in the
to give up their reductions in order to maintain the UN as a viable
world. The phrase mongers of the or risk being unhealthy and more U.S. as a food product during
o~anization. That's the first step to making it more effective.
press
dubbed
it
"The susceptible to winter colds.
WWII when meat was a scarce
But it requires the U.S. and the other super powers to follow that
Lacking any information on
Movement". And that as good a
commodity. With the increased
places to buy inexpensive meat, I
lead.
name of any of calling it.
popularity of health foods they'
But the Movement is mostly offer a vegetarian's answer to the are gaining a newprominenee .
When nations are will¥lg to give up some of their own interests
dead now. Where once radicals . need for protein - the soybean. Almost
and personal advantages for the good of the whole-of the world
any
natural
foods
chanted "Power to the People", Doesn't appeal to you? Not the cookbook
community-then
it will be possible to have an effective world
contains
several
now they are quietly discussing same as good red meat - recipes using soybeans. What's
body where differences can be settled without resort to arms;
prospects
for the continuance of nutritionally or taste-wise? The perhaps more important is their
where resources, technology, and ideas are shared; where
a
free
community.
The pelvic facts show otherwise, at least as price. At GLUT, the local food
problems of international scope can be dealt with effectively and
drive of rock that kicked off the to' nutritional value; the taste co-op, a pound of soybeans costs
peacefully. If it can happen within a geographic boundary why
Woodstock nation now centers factor is a matter of individual 13 cents. ("Yes" in Georgetown
can't it happen within the larger boundaries of this planet earth?
on the puerile, like the Grand habit.
The concept is aptly stated by the UN itself: The UN is the first
also carries soybeans). Compare
The soybean contains twice as
Funk Railroad, or the bizarre
idea which has become indispensible before it has become
that to your $2.00 a pound
Alice Cooper. Those psychedelic much protein as meat or fish; meats. And a pound of soybeans
possible. It seems there are nations in the world willing to take
pathfinders that were eating any three times as much as eggs or goes much farther than a pound
the first step toward making it possible. Where is the U.S.-the
drug
they could get their hands whole wheat flour; 11 times as
world leader? Counting its marbles, maybe?
(See SOYBEAN, p. 12)
on a few years ago, are now much as milk. And it contaiaIs all

Soybeans: EC'onomical
Dietary Alternative

Leone, From p.2

Universe] Product
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Code Introduced
.
by Arthur Lesenger
For those readers familiar with "Universal Code'.' legislation,
.vou may be happy to know that a new universal code is about
to be introduced that will require nothing more than a trip to
the supermarket to appreciate. It is the Universal Product
Code (UPC) which, according to the Ad Hoc Committee on
Universal Product Coding, is a system for assigning an
identificat.ion .. number to every grocery product sold by
grocery dlstributors. By the committee's own definition the
code will be translated into a standard symbol that wii, be
preprinted on each consumer package by the manufacturer.
The system will benefit consumers by reducing checkstand
waiting time with the use of what has been called the "super
register." These machines will automatically read the assigned
symbol off the product, associate the daily price to it and
compute ,the c~arge while at the same time checking the
purchaser s credit. The check out will be accomplished quickly
and efficiently without all the possibilities
of mistakes
inherent in the present keypunching machinery.
. T~e true benefit of the Code will be realized by the grocery
dlstrlbutors, who are expected to save $100 million a year
before taxes on an industry basis. In terms of a $40,000 iwee.k store, the "hard" savings of 1 to 1.5% of gross sales is
projected. The immediate benefits to the stores lies in their
abilit~ to cut costs, especially those related to the price
mar~lng ~f. e\l~rYitem, which will be virtually eliminated by
the lde~tlflcatlon system. In addition to cost savings, the
stores Will have accurate inventory records and thus be able to'
pinpoint stock shortages.
The whole concept and promotion of the Code has been
?evelop~ by a non-profit business organization located here
~n Washtn~ton. Fo.r it to be successful, it must be adopted
industry-wide,
With a high participation
rate from
ma~ufacturer~, wholesalers and retailers. The target date for
retail conversion to the UPC is late 1973 or early 1974. So far,
the system has been tested on a limited basis in selected
commun~ties, and, according to reports, the results are
encouragmg.
.
However, the testing experiments have indicated that there
are practical problems with the Code system and the electronic
checker which will need to be ironed out before it replaces the
old ~ystem. For ex.ample, for the new system to work properly
the Item of food IS passed over by a receptive scanner which
electronically identifies the item and prices it by the code. In
frozen., foods, the frost has interfered with the scanner's
recepnon. In attempts to activate the scanner, the attendant
ma~ repeatedly pass the item over the scanner so quickly that
the Item may be charged a few times.
.
'.n any event, theUPC seems like it is on its way to gaining
~atlonwlde acceptance. At first you may not notice the
Implementation of the system, which will appear when the
abstract symbols are put on the goods. You will know what is
happening when the familiar "chunq-chu-nng" cash registers
are. replaced by sleek computer-like machines that will operate
quietlv and hopefully improve grocery distribution and
shopping.
II
Moving to an unpleasant note that captured the headlines
last week, consider how unprotected dwellers in highrise
apartment buildings and office workers in skyscrapers are from
the perils of fire and smoke inhalation. This was most
dramatically illustrated by the fire which swept the top two
floors of an office building in downtown New Orleans. People
wer~ trap~ed inside and were unable to get to stairwells due to
the mtensttv of the fire. From the television news report it
loo.ked like an inferno. Some people were luckily rescued 'by
helicopters that were in the area while others less fortunate
p.erished ~nside or attempted to save themsel~es by jumpin~
eIght or nine sto~ies to roof tops of an adjoining building.
When one thtnks about the height of some of the office
buildings in New York and Chicago, going 80 to 90 floors, one
really wonders how safe they are. Fire equipment cannot
app.roach the 'heights of these buildings, and there are no
deVices which could adequately break a fall' from those
heights. Sprinkler systems are effective, but they are not
always required. It is certain, at least, that they should be.

Van

for legislation guaranteeing full
employment,
and urged the
enactment of an excess profits
tax.
Meanwhile
the
tide
of
repression was advancing. Guild
members testified and fought
against the Mundt·Nixon Bill and
managed to forestall it for two
years before it was absorbed into
the McCarren Internal Security
Act of 1950. Much of the

projection of a more activist,
movement-oriented image.
Guild litigation became more
frequent.
Guild lawyers were
involved in many major political
trial fo the late 60s, including
those of Huey Newton, Reies
Tljerlna,
H.
Rap
Brown,
Benjamin Spook, the Chicago 8,
the Panther 21,and Leslie Bacon.
National focus centered on
Selective Service Law, starting in
Guild's energy during this time _ 1967, and later, the scope of
was devoted to assistance in
act' IVIres
't' ' was en larced
arge to include
major civil liberties cases. The
labor law.
Guild filed amicus briefs in a
The National Lawyers Guild
dozen cases involving HUAC, the
had established a new identity
Smith Act, deportation of aliens
n was prepanng to meet the
ad'
and denial of citizenship based on
present challenges.
political beliefs.

by Doug Ross
Friday evening, December 15,
will mark the semester high mark
of the Upperclass Moot Court
Competition.
In this year's
Semi-Final
Round are the four
top sconng
teams who emerged
.
from two highly contested
preliminary
rounds.
In one
J
argument,
ames Downey and
John Bradley will argue as
Petitioners
before
the
hypothetical Supreme Court of
' U
~i~1i9~~te:n~t~:~~~:i~~~i~~~~
Respon d ents.
In the other '
argument, David Buckley and
P t
D'
e er
mgman will argue as
Petitioners
against
Richard
Kurshner and, Ray Kimball,
Respondents.

. . ' chapter
0f th e
Attacks on individual members
The DC
partially turned
the Guild's
Lawyers Guild was reorganized in
stature
toward
one
of Washington in 1969 in an effort
self-defense; Guild members lost to give direction to the work of
In order to give this highly
their jobs, and an attempt was activist
attorneys
and
law controversial
topic
proper
made to exclude Guild members
students. The chapter itself is attention, the Case Club Honor
from the ABA. 1948 did see the structurally organized into panels Board has arranged for two
foundation of student divisions at and projects. At the present there distinguished panels of judges to
several law schools, but the are panels in Military and Draft challenge the contestants' oral
organization was on the decline.
Law,
Labor
Law,
Police argument
skills. " The judges
By 1949 the Guild's energies
Brutality, and Prison Law, and a include the, Honorable Joseph
were overwhelmingly directed.
Counter-espionage Collective. In Ryan,
the
Honorable
Paul
toward the almost hopeless
addition, there are individuals McArdle, the Ho~orable Nicholas
defense of civil liberties. Angered
and embryonic groups forming . Nunzio, all ohhe Superior Court
by a Guild report on FBI
panels in the areas of Health Law of the District of Columbia'
procedures including the use of
and Welfare Rights Law.
Norman Lefstein, Esq., Director
illegal wiretaps, J. Edgar Hoover
The Military and Draft Law of the Public Defender Service of
angrily charged the Guild itself
Panel, founded in May, 1970, is D.C.; Patricia
Wald, Esq.,
with being subversive. Richard
an
established
group
of Attorney for the National Center.
Nixon, then a member of HUAC
counselors, legal workers and for Law and Social Policy; and
urged that committee to launch a~
lawyers, who riot only do Hermine Meyer, Esq., Attorney
investigation of the Guild, which
individual counseling, but also in the Office of the Deputy
HUAC shortly did.
actively organize Gls and bring Attorney
General,
Dept. of
The
coup-ds-qrace
was
individual lawsuits against the Justice.
administered
on August 27,
military.
These individuals are u.niquely
1953. Attorney General Herbert
The Labor law Panel ;s just Qualified to hear the 'arguments
Brownell, speaking before the
getting started and will attempt pertaining
to
preventive
national convention of the ABA,
to work with organizers of detention. Ms. Wald co-authored
announced his intention to list dissident
caucusses and the the book, Bail in America; Ms.
the National Lawyers Guild as a unorganized as well as taking Meyer authored part of a recent
subversive organization.
individual cases of discrimination Georgetown Law Journal article
The Guild fought to enjoin
and other grievances. A weekend entitled "The Constitutionality
Brownell
from
conducting
conference
on labor law is of Pre-Trial
Detention;"
in
proceedings, a struggle which
planned for mid-Januarv.
addition,
Ms. Wald, and Mr.
lasted for five years, with
The Police Brutality Panel was Lefstein
represented
the
eventual
success.
By 1956,
created to bring affirrnative suits plaintiffs in, the first major
however, significant energy was, against the police department on challenge to .the D:C. Preventive
directed
into
fights
over
behalfvof
victims of police D~tention Statute ,in Dash v.
disbarment of Guild members.
brutality; It is actively workinq Mltchell,and Ms, Meyer assisted in
By 1959, membership was at
with the Coalition of Black the
preparation'
of
the
620, down from a war-time high
Community
Organizations for government's case in that action.
of 4000, but the year 1959 wasa
Justice to bring about police The jurists, of course, deal with
tuming point.
accountability
and communltv the
~roblem
of preventive
The 1960 convention in San
control of p ,.
.
detention on a daily basis.
0 Ice.
Th Se . .
e rni-Finat Rounds will be
F rancisco saw the emergence of a
new, more progressive faction
The Police Brutality Panel was held in rooms 100 and 101, Bldg.
within the organization
who created to bring affirmative suits "C," 23rd and G Streets at the
wanted to get more involved in against the police department on University, beginning at 8:00
the fields
of civil rights, .. behalf of victims' of police p.m. All are invited- to attend th is
integration,
and international
brutality. It is actively working uniquely challenging exercisp. in
law. The
moderate
forces with the Coalition of Black appellate advocacy.
maintained control, but the trend Community
Organizations for ,,...---..;.-------••
was unmistakable.
Justice to bring about police
At
the
1962
Detroit accountability
and community
convention, the Guild created a control of police.
Committee
to Aid Southern
The Prison Law Panel goes'
Lawyers (CASL) which began the beyond efforts on behalf of I
publication of a Civil Rights individual prisoners to attack the
Handbook,
and
began
prison system itself. The panel
participating
in civil rights teaches bi·weekly classes at the
research and the filing of law area's penal institutions, and is
SUits. For the first time since the engaged in writing a prisoner's
405, the Guild had been .lab Ie to rights manual and bringing class
Dave
join a mass social reform action suits on behalf of the
movement.
But under
the inmates.
continuing
taint
of
The
Counter-espionage
CoIl. andCa,Ie,
"subversiveness,"
growth
of Collective is devoting its efforts,
clothing for men
membership was slow.
thru litigation and publicity, to
The 1967 convention marked fight
against
computerized
on the COI'1»r
! the beginning of the Guild's systems of data colleciton
22nd& G Sts N.W.
involvement with the new left. storage
and
retrieval
of
With Ken Cloke as executive information
on the lives of
secretary and Bernadine Dohrn as private citizens.
national student organizer, the
The offices of the D. C. chapter
.t Americ8/t UniVfJfsiry
convention began the conversion of the GUild are located at 412
4523 »fsconsin Aw N.W.
of the Guild to a "political
Fifth St., NW, Suite, 708,
(<«0# 'rom 58.,,}
association of the bar" with the Washington,
D.C.
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Political Trials Condemned

Editorial
~he Rape of Justice

lJry hears a woman relate the following events: She goes into a
woman's restroom late at night. While she is in a stall she hears
ne enter and a man's voice. She tells the man to leave. She leaves
II and the man forces himself upon her. The man weighs 600r
I.mcts more than she. She resists, getting scratched and bruised in
ocess. The man forces her to commit sodomy and she flees
,ing. The man gets away. An individual meeting the description
r apprehended and brought to trial. He defends himself by
g that any sexual acts which may have transpired in the
om were with the full consent of the woman. The judge reads
following brief and
specific instructions
before it
"You may not find thatthe complaining witness submitted
fear of death of grave bodily harm simply because she said she
raid, Such fears must be shown to have been reasonable in light
circumstances at the time and the conduct of the defendant as
by objective evidence." The jury files into the jury room. They
y agree that the man accused is the same one who entered the
10m. They are also sufficiently convinced that the woman and
an engaged in sexusl acts. They are left with only two
sions; either the woman who engaged in these acts with a
ete stranger in a public rest room where others could enter at
oment was motivated by a free and willing desire to do so, or the
was forced against her will. The first conclusion is simply too
ible to be believed. Therefore, the jury is left with the
sion that consent was lacking. The scratches and bruises that
brnan sustained seem to corroborate her charge that the man
prce, but the judge's charge makes them focus, not upon the acts
defendant, but upon the nature and quality of the conduct of
tim. For a moment, the judge has asked each of them to step
e victim's shoes and decide how fearful they would have been,
er they could somehow have gotten away, or whether they
have screamed louder or scratched harder. They conclude that
similar circumstances they would not have been in fear of death
ve bodily injury, and that they could have put up a more
ve resistance. The same man is accused in a similar incident
ng another woman on the same night. Using the same
is.the jury concludes the same thing: the woman was
onable in her fear of harm, she could have resisted more
Jsly. The man is acquitted on all counts.

n

!sider the effect the trial will have upon potential rapists hind it
be very wrong to consider all rapists sick men who are unable to
the consequences of their acts). Should a rapist choose a
lIy timid Victim, or one that freezes up when afraid,(a woman
to act "unreasonably'" when threatened), his lawyer need only
this out at trial along with evidence that the victim had an
unity to escape or resist more effectively and if the jury
des his victim's fears were "unreasonable
under the
stances" he will go free. In addition, if he is careful not to
lor bruise his victim, the necessary degree of corroboration to
out the crime of rape may be missing, and he may also be
:ed. Yet, if the same man presses a hard object against the back
rson on the street and takes his money, the reasonableness with
the robbery victim yielded up his money will never be
med: the law will look exclusively at the acts of the robber. In
In, the unsupported allegations of the victim will suffice to
a conviction. The requirements to make out a case of rape are
nvolved, we are told, in order to protect men from fabricated
• by disgruntled female friends. But why should the intimate
of the crime cause the law to erect such elaborate
ant·favoring requirements? Couldn't a woman fabricate a
of robbery or some other crime against the same man?
ter the reason for the difference, we suggest that it is time for a
aisal, The built-in protective devices in the law of rape favor the
lIIith little or no advancement in the cause of justice. Studies in
strict have shown that a surprisingly large proportion of rapes
rer reported to the police; those that are reported very seldom
in arrest and fewer still in convictions, To the extent that a
ty of rape incidents never result in conviction two things are
the possibly deterrent effect of a jail sentence for the
ctor, and the chance for society to remove a very dangerous and
ctive individual from the streets,
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worse).
by Steve Clark
For the Chicaqo Seven, the
Last week, in what must
charge
and the
surely rate as one of the most conspiracy
anti-climactic decisions in recent inciting riot conviction were
American legal history, the U.S. little more than a significant
For
others,
Seventh
Circuit
Court
of harassment.
the
government's
Appeals reversed the convictions however,
of the last five "Chicago Seven" mindless . efforts to produce
defendants.
As most people highly questionable convictions
know, thesefive -Jerry
Rubin, are extreme hardships.
David Dellinger, Rennie Davis,
Bobby Seale comes quickly to
Tom
Hayden
and
Abbie
mind. He was originally indicted
Hoffman - were convicted in
with the Chicago Seven. After
1970 of individually inciting riot
the most blatant
denial
of
at the 1968 Democratic National
constitutional
rights, his case
Convention in violation of the .
was severed from that of the
1968 federal riot law.
other defendants. He was then
Please, no applause. Let's not
taken to Connecticut to face
praise the legal system for its murder charges in the death of
ultimate
vindication
of the an alleged government informer
defendants. You can't get angry on the Black Panthers. After an
because it's nothing new, but extended
trial,
Seale
was
make
no
mistake
the acquitted,
and
afterwards,
American legal system failed . because the government would
miserably to act in the name of not disclose' information
it
justice. American law is not received through the use of
equipped to dispense justice in illegal wiretaps,
the charges
political trials.
stemming from the Chicago riots
The alleged crime took place were dropped as well. Seale,
in July of 1968. The trial was in however, was never permitted
late 1970. Vindication wasn't
bond, and he spent well over
until November, 1972 - over two years incarcerated for no
four years after the supposed
crimes whatever.
crime took place. That surprised
If Seale's case was isolated, we
no one
(least of all the
government), but can there be might be able to write it off as
occasional;'
overbreadth
justice in staged indictments and the
trials by the government on insuring that criminals will not
charges with such minimal basis go unprosecuted. However, there
in
fact?
Clearly,
the are literally hundreds of similar
govern~ent's
sole purpose was examples.
Leslie Bacon, part of the
harassment.
collective
here
in
The inconvenience
wasn't Mayday
much of a problem here. For the Wash ington, was arrested just
most part, the defendants were prior to the spring, 1971
free on bond throughout the offensives and forced to appear
four years. Still, interest on four before a Seattle grand' jury
years worth of $50,000 bonds is investigating the Seattle 11.
no slight premium for freedom. When she refused to· answer
after a grant of
And there can be no doubt that questions
she was
the convictions hampered the personal immunity,
defendants'
freedom
of jailed. Ultimately, she attained
association right up until last freedom when the government
week's reversals. For instance, decided not to disclose the
the entire spring, 1971 anti-war content of information acquired
illegal wiretaps. She
offensive was left strictly to through
Rennie Davis and the Mayday spent over a year in jail.
Angela Davis, indicted in the
collective. The other defendants
took no direct part. Fear of George Jackson murder fiasco,
further conspiracy indictments spent over two years in jail and
forced
the
movement
to hiding as a result of the
ch'llrges. And in
decentralize
(for better
o'r trumped-up

Harrisburg,
13 people were
harassed
by
an
elaborate
conspiracy
charge
which
imagined a plot to kidnap
Kissinger, masterminded
from
federal prison,
In February, 28 people will go
on trlal for consplrinq to destroy
draft records in Camden, New
Jersey almost two years ago.
Most of the alleged project was
planned and financed by a paid
informer of the FBI. Ultimate
vindication seems certain; Still,
28 peeple have lived under a
criminal indictment for most of
two years.
The examples go on and on.
. The mere fact that in many cases'
the defendants are ultimately
freed, makes no excuse for the
obvious: the legal system is
incapable of guaranteeing any
measure of justice in political
trials. Without that guarantee,
the system is nothing.
The vague conspiracy statutes
and the ability to subpoena and
jail those who will not cooperate
with grand jury witch hunts give
the
government
two
easy
weapons for disrupting
and
delaying political opposition._
Reactionary state and federal
judges can usually be counted
upon to extend the disruption
by ignoring legitimate defenses
and important
constitutional
rights
at / the
trial
level.
Additionally, the liberal use of
the contempt
citation
is a
powerful disruptive maneuver
(the Chicago Seven and their
attornles are still under sentence
for contempt). The occasional
reversal higher along is not
redeeming. The American legal
system rarely provides justice for
its political foes - but, then.
again, despite the claims, it was
never intended to.

Bien
Para
Nastos

Reshelve Your Books
Dear Editor:
The National Law Center
abounds with many would-be
do-qooders, Seeking to achieve
significant social change for the
betterment of mankind, these
"noble" persons rush through
each day trailing their halos
behind them, leaving us with the
impression that the world won't
: survive another day but for their
: selfless zeal.
It seems to me, however, that
these "high-minded"
persons,
along
with
some
not
so
"hiqh-minded."
are suffering
from a case of missing the trees
for the forest. As the Good Book
Says
(it should .say it if it
doesn't),
"Charity
begins at
home." And for all the "good"
which mayor
may not result
from their efforts, these zealots
have, for some unexplainable
reason, forgotten their "home."
The National Law Center is their
"home" and it languishes under a .
mountain of unshelved books. I
wonder if these people realize the
disservice they are doing to their
fellow
students
(d01)00ders
inchrdedl, who may also be out to

"save the world" in their own
plodding, non-clinical way.
I am personally
sick of
spending up to one-half hour
looking for a needed volume only
to find it buried at the bottom of
a pile of unused books. In this I
know I am notalone.
Perhaps you will be late for
your legal aid meeting; or perhaps
the FTC may miss your services
for a few minutes; and maybe,

God Forbid, you will miss two or
three minutes of an important
lecture.
But for this small
sacrifice, think of the service you
will be rendering to mankind.
That "good" feeling will glow
inside you for days. So be a truly
good person and RESHELVE
YOUR BOOKS.

A Practitioner of
the Lost Art of Reshelving

Misshelved books pile up in the library basement.
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A· Guide :to Cross-Country Skiing
by Greg Hayward
and Jim Phillips
The signs of nature and the
almanacs have promised a cold
snowy winter ahead. The old
trusted
Farmer's
Almanac
predicts 200" of snow for this
season in the nearby Appalachian
Mountains. So we. thought anin t roductorv
note
on
cross-country skiing appropriate.
Cross-country skiing has for
thousands of years been the
major
means
of
winter
transportation in its homeland of
Scandinavia. Of course, it has
spread throughout
the world
being modified and specialized in
Alpine
(downhill)
skiing.
Hecentlv,
a recognition
and
resurgence in popularity of the
basic cross-country techniques
has occurred in this country.
Cross-country
skiing
is
traveling over snow on an
inexpensive pair of wooden skis
with the aid of poles and ski
bottom wax. It is a safe, natural
sport and anyone who can walk
can easily learn to ski tour. People
find the basic technique of sliding
their skis across the snow in a
jogging rhythm can be picked up
within the first hour or two that
they are out. A person touring on'
cross-country skis is independent
of mechanical needs and unlike
alpine skiing there are no long life
lines, no long expensive ticket
lines nor the need' for. long
journeys to reach a "prepared"
area. Wherever there is snow the
cross-country skier can travel and

there find that unique sense of
well being acquired while skiing
silently through snow covered
hills free from the restrictions of
city life.
,
As the name .implies the
cross-country skier can travel,
anywhere, uphill ord6wn,
not
bound by the restrictions of
groomed slopes and ski tows. On
the downhill side you can choose
as fast a speed as your nerves
allow and on the uphill with the
use of friction ski waxes you can
move ahead surprisingly fast.
A major advantage for most of
us is that cross-country skiing is a
relatively inexpensive sport. Last
year several law students chose to
use army surplus cross-country

Don't Climb

Paper Mountains
skis. The total cost for a pair of
skis, poles, bindings, and a
selection of ski waxes was $15.
The retail price for, that same
equipment is somewhat higher
since we bought thirty pairs at
one time from' an army surplus
store in Baltimore. The only place
that I know where you can still
buy
those
army
skis
is
Appalachian Outfitters on Route
no. 123 in Oakton, Virginia.
Their price for the skis alone is
$25. A new pair of good
commercial cross-country
skis
(and there are many brands now
being imported primarily from
Norway, Sweden, and Finland)
will cost between $30 to $60. A

touring boot will cost about $25,
but
for
many
types
of
cross-country
bindings hiking
boots are perfectly adequate. In
fact, that is what most of the
people Iknow use. Chad Hazam,
a third year student, owns and
operates a ski shop. This year he is
carrying
a
selection
of
cross-country skis and equipment
and would be glad to talk to you
about ski touring or help outfit
you.
There is right now (December
2) enough snow on the ground in
western
Maryland
for
cross-country skiing. The best
places we have found there to ski
are the Savage River State Park
and the New Germany State Park,
• both about two and a half hours
from Washington. Another spot
with
great
winter
camping
potential is Blackwater Falls,
West Virginia. That park is well
worth the four hour drive for a
weekend skiing in some of the
most magnificent terrain on the
East Coast.
The Sierra Club of Washington
sponsors several cross-country ski
trips a winter. You do not have to
be a member to attend. If_
interested contact Greg Hayward
(338-9462) for details.
A good introductory book on
cross-country skiing is Complete
Cross-Country Skiing and Ski
Touring, by William Ledener and
Joe Pete Wilson. Available at
most
area
outdoor
shops--remember the holidays are
closing in.

Roy Cohn: Persecution Victim
by Harold C~Gordon
A Fool for a Client by Roy
Cohn. Dell, 241 pp., $1. 75.
It was Clarence Darrow who
originated the venerable legal
proverb that "A man who's his
own lawyer has a fool for a
client." Never one to follow
anybody's
advice,
Darrow
.hlmself once undertook his own
de!e.nse and p.roved to be a
brilliant exception to his own
rule '. A more recent exception is
provided by another able lawy~r
- Mr. Roy Cohn - who, when his
defense counsel was felled by a
h~art attack ~uring his second
trial o~ conspiracy charges, took
o~er his own def:nseand
was
tr~u~phantly acquitted, t~erebY
winning another round against U.
~' Attorney Robert Morgenthau
In the latter's relentless campaign
to "get" Mr. Cohn.

circumstances, it is not surprising
that the Senate subcommittee
condemned Morgenthau's action,
but it is surprising that a decade
later, the same Morgenthau's son
Robert
would
use
his
appointment as U.S: Attorney for
the Southern District of New
York as an opportunity,
to
indulge in a personal vendetta
against
Roy
Cohn.
He
nevertheless did' precisely that,
and for nearly ten years he
pursued Mr. Cohn with the same
unreasoning _fury with which
. Captain Ahab pursued Moby
Dick - and with as little success.
Three times Mr. Morgenthau
had Mr. Cohn indicted - for
bribery, perjury, conspiracy and
related offenses. Three times Mr.
Morgenthau stretched the powers
of his office like Silly Putty -one
bribery indictment was based
exclusively on vioiations of state
law
but
asserted
federal
jurisdiction on grounds that the
alleged bribe had been paid on the
steps
of a United
States
Courthouse.
Three times Mr.

For those who came in late
here is our instant replay; Wa;
back in the 1950s, during the
Dreadfu I Days of Joe McCarthY,
dragged in Mr.
Roy Cohn had occasion to serve Morgenthau
Cohn's
alleged
fellow
as counsel
in the Senate
investigation
of one
Henry conspirators, and, in each case,
all of them went scot free after
Morgenthau, a former Secretary
of the Treasury, It seems that . testifying against Mr. Cohn. And
three times, at the conclusion of
during his tenure at the Treasury
Department Mr. Moregnthau had three separate trials, the verdict
was the same: not gu i1ty.
fallen so far under the influence
of one of his own aides - a
Mr. Morgenthau's efforts make
Communist spy named Harry for horrible precedents,
but
Dexter White - that at White's fascinating
reading,
as Roy
insistence he turned over to the Cohn's personal account of the
Soviet
Ambassador
the whole
affair
amply
occupation-currency
printing
demonstrates.
In A Fool for. a
plates which the U.S. had Client he paints a chilling picture
prepared for use in Germany after
of what happens when the
World War II. This, of course,
Attorney General or any U.S.
meant that the Russians were
Attorney chooses - in what is,
then free to print up millions of for all practical purposes, an
dollars
worth
of American
exercise of unbridled discretion obligations at will. Under the
to unleash the full powers of his
/

office on a private citizen. In the
case of Mr. Cohn, his phone was
tapped, his office was bugged, his
mail was intercepted, his bank
accounts - even his personal
checks - were subpoenaed on an
almost daily' basis (forcing the
banks to close his accounts
entirely), -a special agent was
dispatched to. SWitzerland in a
futile search for his nonexistent
secret bank accounts, and 300 of
his
business
and. personal
acquaintances - his clients, his
associates, his girl friends, his
rabbi - were contacted
by
representatives of various federal
agencies
(including
Internal
Revenue) and questioned about
his activities. Yet Mr.. Cohn
considers
himself
lucky:
"Fortunately," he points out, "I
had the means of fighting back.
Many people don't."
the concluding chapter of
his book, Mr. Cohn argues
persuasively' for what he regards
as necessary reforms of our
judicial system. Among these are
limits on federal jurisdiction, the
curtailment of the use of the
consplr acv
statute,
and
safeguards against the use of
accomplice Witnesses. As he
points out, New York law does
not permit conviction on the
uncorroborated testimony of an
alleged accomplice; federal law,
however, still does.
Inasmuch
as discretionary
justice is a sword that can cut
more than one way, these
proposals
deserve
serious
consideration, as does the whole
of Mr. Cohn's narrative. For it is
unlikely that anyone who picks
up this book will be able to put it
down
again
without
the
disturbing realization that what
happened to Roy Cohn could
happen to him.
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Advice on: Buying
Stereo

Equipment

by Jeff Menick
Over the past couple of years, a number 01 people have asked
me for advice about buying stereo equiprrent. What to buy,
·where to get it and how to go about making a selection are
subjects that could be a book. But there are some general
guidelines that can be set forth that anyone considering a stereo
purchase may find useful.
Let me first point out .that I am notan electronics expert, and
selection of equipment, particularly receivers and speakers, is
·often a matter of personal taste. Let me also state that I think it is
virtually impossible to buy good equipment, comprising at least
·a complete record playing system, for less than $500, and
: probably not for much less than $650. Anything under that
amount can be an adequate system for home use by the relatively
·unsophisticated and unconcerned listener, but simply will not
deliver the performance demanded by highly critical listeners.
I will also concede the snob appeal inherent in owning good
equipment, although that in no way diminishes the pleasure that
any music fan will derive from listening to an album played
·through a good system.
I always advise that the primary emphasis be placed on the
·playback device, either turnable, changer, or tape deck. And
·while any system is only as good as its weakest link. Ithink it is
particularly important, especially in the case of records, to
protect your investment in both the record and the system, by
having the best possible record player you can afford.
· For the benefit of those who don't know, the difference
between a turntable and a changer or automatic turntable is that
the manual play turntable cannot be used to stack records it can
only play one at a time and they must be changed by hand. A
changer or automatic turntable will include a long spindle to
allow for stacking records, not a practice condoned by purists,
and the most important feature from a convenience stand point.
the fact that the machine turns itself off when the last side has
played.
There are several brand name record changers whose top of
the line models will satisfy almost anyone's needs at a reasonable
price, $200 or less. PE, Benjamin Miracord, and Dual are all very
highly regarded, and selection from the PE2040. Miracord 50H
and Dual 1219, is often a matter of taste and the dealer's
experience with reliability.
Other familiar names. partiCularly Garrard and BSR, simply
haven't measured up, in the estimation cf most of the experts, in
the past few years.
The cartridge is again a matter of importance since it
determines what will and will not be picked up from the record.
The Shure V 15 Type 2 improved lists for $67.50 and is worth
every penny. A moderate system may use the M91 E, usually on
sale for about $16, but since it lists for $44. and most dealers
want to include it in a package they sell, Ithink it worthwhile to
pay another $20 and get the V15.
I will not try to recommend a specific receiver ( a unit which
combines an amplifier, pre-amp. and FM tuner or AM-FM
receiver in one piece) or speakers. Macintosh, Bose and JBL are
the most highly regarded names in the speaker field andselection
again should be based on your personal preference and
pocketbook. Mac is probably the most prestigious name in the
stereo field today, in fact, but it is very expensive. and discounts
are not generally available.
Which takes us to the final point in this discussion, where to
buy? I tend to divide stereo sales places into three categories: 1.
the hi-fi specialty store- generally small, concentrating on less
volume, more customer satisfaction, and usually dealing in the
better makes of equipment on the market. These stores do not
usually discount, they will be owner run and operated, they have
excellent service facilities and provide more in the way of service
,in terms of checking out the equipment before delivery and
setting it up in your home for you. Although there are others,
Myer-Emco, on Connecticut Avenue by 18th and M, and
McGuire's, in Bethesda. are the two with which I am most
familiar.
2. The next type of store is the Hi-Fi supermarket. Relying on
heavy advertising, a usual 20-30% discount and frequent sales,
these stores rely on volume selling, mayor may not do their own
servicing, and generally deal in the better known equipment,
although not always the best. They will also use "house brand"
equipment quite a bit and are not always as concerned with
customer satisfaction as they should be. I may be being a bit
unfair, but rather than buying from Custom H-Fi or Glen's Music
and Audio, Iwould goto the third type of dealer, the Warehouse.
3. Begun initially as mail-order hi-f dealers, such places as
Dixie Hi-Fi, District Sound. and ADR Audio, generally give the
best discounts on the same equipment carried in the No.2 stores.
.ln fact, they are often connected, as Dixie serves as Custom's
warehouse and ADR as Glen's. You must assemble the
equipment yourself, and use factory authorized repair outlets if
anything is wrong, but it is certainly the least expensive way to
purchase a stereo system. They do not have showrooms. You
have to do your own shopping in a No.1 or No.2 store before
you make your purchase.
I have not mentioned such places as Korvette's or Sun Radio
because I would never buy stereo equipment from any place that
didn't specialize in dealing exclusively with stereo equipment.
(See MENICK, p. 8)
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Campaign
by Lee Strickler
American politics can be
highly entertaining if one can just
maintain a sense of the ironic; and
for campaign irony, irrationality,
and what have you there's just
nothing like the old U.S. when
the lease on 1600 Penna. Ave. is
running out. Campaign 1972
produced at least its quota of
amusement.
Campaign 1972 irony number
one - George McGovern is unfit
for the Presidency because he's
changed his mind on major issues.
The gall; those Republicans just
have no pride. Has any major'
post-war
American
politician
shifted ground more drastically
than RMN? Perhaps, but I'll be
darned if I can think' of one.
Everybody
knows
what
"
Congressman,'
Senator Nixon
thought about anybody to the
left , of Hubert
Humphrey on
"
foreign policy In the Truman
years, Better scratch Hubert, he
,
was pretty radical In those days.
I'd substitute that Covington and
Burling radical, Dean Acheson,
II'
b ut h e Iost Ch'A
Ina, nyway we a
I'
N'ixon 'h
k now
b
a
out
In
t
e
ear
y
'"
i'
days. But m,aybe
, we shouldn t be
so tough on him; after all, almost
everybody,, " was
uptight about
,
Communism In those days. The'
pro blem 'IS,as ,Iate as 1963N' ixon
was., lambasting Kennedy for
seiling wheat
to the RUSSians,
'
Th at reminds me of what Doug
,
""
Sanders said about
Champagne
" ,
,
Tony Lema, I ve spilled more of"
the' stuff than he ever drank,,
Nixon could say the same thing
about Kennedy and selling wheat
,
,

"
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'72: Politics of Irony

Music Music Music

to the Reds. But give the man a I Administration could work out
Since this is 'the last Advocate before Christmas, I want to
chance; after all, maybe a man; with Ribicoff. Elliot Richardson
recommend
several albums you might consider giving as
at
HEW
pleaded
for
the
go
ahead
can change his mind about
Christmas or belated Chanukah presents.
something as unimportant as the to bargain with Ribicoff. What
. First and foremost is a three-record set that I think is the
response, no go from the White
world Communist movement.
album of the yeear, and may well become the favorite collection
House. A rare opportunity gone
Let's see what Nixon had to
of non-classical and non-jazz music in my record collection.
say at his first press conference in for perhaps years and "the
"Will the Circle Be Unbroken" is a phenomenal collection of
number one White House priority
January 1969. When asked about
folk,
country and bluegrass music that was put together by the
the
Democratic
policy
of until enacted" killed without even
Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band, United Artists Records, and the most
"jawboning" major unions and a try, by the White House. We
important Nashville musicians ever assembled for a series of
wouldn't
want - a
businesses on wages arid prices, he certainly
recording sessions.
President who might change his
laid it on the line. The wage-price
The album was recorded in the summer of 1971, and
views on an important issue like
area is no place for the Executive
according
to an article Chet Flippo, Rolling Stones Nashville
branch. The best policy is welfare.
correspondent, wrote back in October.pf that year, it was due
hand-off. Wages and prices should,
out about a year ago.
be determined solely by the free
I admit I got a little carried
I had forgotten about the .album until I heard it on the radio a
market. I bet those Democratic
away with irony number one but
believe me I feel a lot better with
week
before Thanksgiving, and since I got it last week I've been
economists out at the Brookings
Instituteorwhereverdidn'tknow
all that out of my system. I do
wearing out the grooves. Just to list the musicians is a review in
whether to laugh orcry. I've go to have another
less personal
itself, but beside the Dirt Band, Scruggs, Doc Watson, Roy
Acuff, Merle Travis, and almost every other important Nashville
hand itto him, however; he didn't
~ampaign I ite":, to t~lk :b~~th'
musician is on one or another of the cuts.
give up easily. He just kept
OWl'
~verl' ":,agl~eYhourea rltlds
' "
d
"
f inflati
po mea SCientist ere to stu y
Now I know a lot of you are going to say, "Ugh, who likes
waiting ",
an waiting or In anon "th
.
F'Igurlng
,
'be'
tee Iection.
It to
a
country music?" Well, I'd be willing to betthat virtually anyone
to subside, right on Into 1971. Rbi'
b
·
'h
'
f 1
epu rcan year you uy a copy
who will give it a chance will fall in love with thiS record. From
F Inally In t e spring 0
'
Ph'III'IpS, t ome Th
' 971 0 f KeVln
It e
the
title song, to the closing cut of Randy Scruggs picking "Both
when the Congress thought It had £.
'R
bti
M"
Sides, Now" on acoustic guitar, the album includes a delightful
better give the President power to t merUdlnbUtepu th,can
aJot~'lty,
'
. '.
0 rea
e ween e conven Ions.
arnout of the music that reflects all of American Folk life.
freeze wages and prices JUst In S
inc th S
t
I '
Be you jazz, classical or rock fan, the fiddle of Vassar
case, Nixon was aghast.' How t~a~n:~g
e t~na/ ra~e~ear y ~n
ur
Clements, Pete "Oswald" Kirby's dobro, Scruggs and Watson
could
the Congress be so the a Yba° a en 10nNIst rawnbad°
lbt
"
hi k
e AIa ma race.
0 a
and Travis and Mother Maybelle, and Acuff and Martin, the
uresponsi e as to even t In
b th GOP
thl k
bo
",
d ori
move y
e
you
In.
excellence of the musicianship will be very impressive indeed.
a ut peace-time ,wage
an
Price
N'
t
k
.
blti
b
t
'
Ixon a es an am I 10US, U
Not the least of the appeal is the feeling of the sessions
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This record includes their excellent version of a couple of rock
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classics, Speedo and La Bamba, as well as some things like
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Running Bear, which should not have been resurrected.
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Speaking of old rock and roll, the nostalgia boom has begun to
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spread to the early and middle sixties era, my high school and
college years. Three albums I got last week are working slightly
different veins of that period. but all deserve praise for doing a
good job of proving, once again, that Rock and.RolI is here to
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The Wackers are a group of five guys; not from Liverpool, but
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California, who have just come out with their third album (I
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know you've never heard of them, neither had I) called
"Shredder" (Elektra 75046). It is one of those'albums where
every cut gets at least an 85 'cause its good to dance to (I'm Merri
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Taking not just cuts, but whole songs from the English groups
7 & 9:30
of 1965-66, Iisten to "Coming Apart" and you realize it is "FoolLISNER
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on the Hill" with the lyrics it should have had to begin with. It
has a great cover version of the Kinks "You Really Got Me" and
I'm back at a homecoming dance in college. I was driving ~o the
party and that song came on the radio while I was stopped at a
,ligh to I got so wrapped up in the music that my foot carne off the
Presented by the
brake and I went right through the red light.
Program Board
(See MENICK, p. 10)
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